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The·New Yor-k Law School
I

Vol. VII Issue V

New Associate Dean
Hopeful of New Projects
by Daren R. Domina
Professor Donald H. Zeigler, a faculty
member at New York Law School since
1984 , was appointed Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs this summer. He succeeds Professor Randolph Jonakait , who,
after three years as Associate Dean, will
return to the full time faculty. Dean Zeigler
has stated he will continue as Assoc iate
Dean for two years .
Dean Zeigler is a graduate of Amherst
College and Columbia Law School , was
a member of the Special Litigation Unit
of the New York City Legal Aid Society
for five years, including three as Attomeyin-Charge ,. and taught at Pace University
School of Law for five years . Dean Simon
has called him " one of the most popular
and effective classroom teachers at New
York Law School. " ·
In the interest of committing himself
totally to his new positia°n, Dean Zeigler
is not teaching this semester and next
semester will teach only one class, Evidence . However, with his many new responsibilities and his several year hiatus
from teaching Evidence, Dean Zeigler
·feels that even teaching this one class will
be difficult.
Two of the several new projects which
Dean Zeigler will be overseeing and which
the tenured faculty will be considering are
a new curriculum concentration program
for third year st;udeitts and a possible modification of New York Law School's professional skills training program.
The curriculum concentrat.ion program
would begin in a full-time day student's
fifth semester, for example, and would involve approximately eight to twelve ci:edits of work. Although only in the planning stages, it might involve- a semjnat,
and an internship/externship coupled with
some valuable practical experience which
would allow ~tudents to gain interdisciplinary experti!!e in one area of the law. For
example, the student might examine some
broard economic/environmental/sociological real estate issues, through a seminar
study the site development of an .actual
building in New York City, and become
an intern at a real estate firm . Next fall ,
the school will be experimenting with two
pilot programs in Litigation and Bankruptcy.
The other new project involves a
reexamination of the school's professional
skills training program , which includes the
various clinics, internships and advocacy
1>rograms. A fi ve member faculty committee headed by Professor Rothschild, and
including Professors Strossen, Sherwin·,
Perlin, and Cerruti , will be studying oµr
programs in an attempt to improve them
and mak~ them more generally accessible
to New York Law School students. Each
of the fi ve professors bring a considerable
amount of experience to the project and
the faculty is hopeful that the committee's
work will bear substantial results.

Start Thinking
About
The-Party
(Wed. Sept. 20, Big Haus)
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NIGHT PEOPLE SPEAK
By Glenn M. Miller
Like ilie students of the Middle Ages B . Elective course ·offerings should reflect II. ACADEMICS:
who worked together to assure that univer- t he need for Evening classes. If a course A. Some classes have too many students.
sities were viable experiences, as Evening is considered a wise adjunct to those re- In the Second year Evening Division , for
Division students we want an education quired for our education, or simply repre- example, the two large sections from last
that will fit 'OUT lives, and make us fit to sents a specialty in which there may be year have been combined,. Nearly a million·
practice law. Some concerns are easy to interest or opportunity, a section should dollars worth of tuition revenue attends
these classes, but this has small value for
address, some are large and complex. As be offered in the evening.
Evening Division Representative to the C. Kudos to the administration for staying students struggling to understand and arStudent Bar Association , I will be propos- overtime to meet with evening students! ticulate the law. Large classes diminish
ing that the SBA take action or make resol- The Financial Aid Office and the Office chances for student participation . Because
utions on teh following issues and of Student Affairs have earned plaudits for there are so many who should be called
this. Keep up the good work!
upon , student responses become IO second
concerns.
D . Food services personnel are stellar- "sound bites". Worse , a few students (who
cheery, polite., and efficient. Forthose who deserve to be heard at length , like
I. ACCESS:
Courses, panels, and contests which are work 9 to 5 , the food service represents everyone else) dominate discussion while
scheduled wholly during normal day work- the evening meal. Consequently, it is im- the restlisten--0ften passively. While the
ing hours discriminate against Evening Di- portant that there be food enough to feed anonymity of. large classes may provide
visions students. Arrangements to provide the expected evening rush, and that the temporary comfort for those who are nervaccess, flexibility, and choices (in parity food be consistently good. Nights of no ous about speakin gpublic, cogent speakwith our counterparts in day school) de- soup, no entree, no milk ,_and wilted salad ing is essential to advocacy. The greater
serve priority. For example:
- should be no-no's. The chef has skill the number of students.in a class, the fewer
A . Panel Discussions and Workshops are enough to delight the hungry, and the even- the opportunities to speak in depth . In
all-too-often scheduled only during day- ing students appreciate it when he does . . courses replete with kaleidoscopic abstractime hours. For example, a " How To Take (Oh, by the way, any chance of getting tions and :ralmudic distinctions (a typical
Law School Exams" workshop was pre- coffee on weekends without a two block . law course!) the.rigor of extended discussion can not always be supplanted even
sented several times last year near the end schlepp?)
of the term. It was a great idea for first E. All machines in all facilities need to be by the most careful reading.
year -students. However, it- seemed that _in working order for all students. Com- B . Unlike our hardworking day student
most presenations were done .at 1 P.M. - :-Utcr printers with ~ ribboM (bc~-the-- cow1te1pmts, u e11iug students t'&nnonrr- anotber example is that the Lexis b'aining 'lOnmal writing contest deadline, of ford or are unable to miss daytime work
programs required for the second semester course!), copying machines which are out to prepare for the all-important, solitary
of Legal writing were offered only off- of order, change machines with no exam upon which our entire grade. decampus, and not after 5 p .m. The Westlaw change-these are easily remedied prob- pends. Periodic testing . as well as a ·
program offered as an alternate was sched- !ems.
cumulative exam makes better sense
uled to accommodate Evening students-- F. A dark night walk alone tQ mass transit pedagogically. [)png so would not sacbut was so full that we sat three to a com- is a risk. A volun.t eer, student-coordi- rifice rigor to the unavoidable time conputer, and if lucky, took a tum at the nated buddy system (which operates p~tty straints evening students must face.
keyboard.
·
informally now) would make getting-home Periodic/cumulative testing would, I feel ,
(Con't on page 6)
safer.

Grades Stand In Sumriier Property Exam Controversy
This summer a controversy arose surrounding alleged wrong-doings by four
sec.and semester Midyear students who
had prior access to the property exam
given by Professor Roth to his summer
property class.
·
As is customary, the library maintained
a file of previoiis exams given by Prof.
Roth. Prof. Roth removed all of his old
property examinations from the library
file, and then placed 9 n file only his exam
from Spri_ng, 1989. Prof. Roth then administered an exam that he had previously
used in 1986.
- One of his Midyear students obtained
several of Prof. Roth's old exams, including the exam from 1986,. from an upperclass friend , and shared them with the
three other students in his study group.
The four students have stated that the 1986
exam was used in their normal exam preparation and that they had no knowledge
that it would be the one actually given by
Prof. Roth.
The four students have explained that
they were distressed when they recognized
the 1986 exam that was their class' final
exam, and were alarmed· about possible
sanctions against them. Immediately after
the test, they sought newly appointed
Associate Dean Donald Zei ler's hel in
Quote of the Month_
After all is saaid and done, there' s
' always a lot more said than done.

by Daren R. Domina
resolving the matter.
Dean Zeigler spoke to the four students
at length and also to several concerned
stl!_dents in Prof. Roth's class. Dean
Zeigler then reviewed the four students'
e~am grades and their performance in the
Spring semester. The Dean stated that each
student's exam grade was nearly " identical
to [the student's] grade point average in
their fitst semester," and "any possible advantages the students received were balanced by the disadvantage of being upset

during the exam." Dean Zeigler has also
said that it was very unlikely but possible
that other students also had access to the
1986 exam but that no hard information has
come to his attention.
In Dean Zeigler's judgment, the fairest
or "least unfair" course was to let the grades
stand. Several students have expressed dissatisfaction with the Dean's decision but it
is Dean Zeigler's opinion that there was "no
indication of any wrongdoing by [these]
students."
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A Thousand Points of Type
.

. .Stay In·The Course

MY TURN

JUDGE JUGGLING
The .flames of racial tension have once
again enveloped New York in a media circus which not only divides the city along
racial lines, but also subverts the credibility of our judicial system. The brutal slaying of Yusuf Hawkins is the latest sickening example of mindless violence, but his
senseless death should not be used to undermine the integrity of the legal process.
Thaddeus Owens, a Brooklyn Supreme
Court Justice, was selected outside the random "Individual Assignment System" to
preside over the trial of the men accused
of Yusuf Hawkins' murder. This highly unusual move, although not unprecedented,
raises serious questions concerning the
judiciary's susceptibility to directed political pressure. Other criminal cases which
resulted in specially appointed judges are
remembered more for their New York Post
headlines than for any special legal issues
that they raised. Among ·these were:
Goetz, "The Subway Vigilante" Case,
"Howard Beach" and the Steinberg case.
The competence and professional judgement of the men arid women elected to
the Supreme Court is called into question
when special accommodations are made.
We do not doubt that Thaddeus Owens is
a qualifled and well respected member of
the bench, however his selection, which
bypassed a dozen other similarly qualified
judges, seems to violate the tradition of a
judiciary insulated from political pressure.
:some situations·do call for th~ appointment of a judge with certain expertise.
However, a murder case, even one stemming from racial bias, should pose no
special problem for any qualified judge of
the New York Supreme Court. The decision to bypass the normal random selection
process fosters the perception of inconsistent and unequal treatment of offenders.
We recognize the unique circumstances
surrounding Hawkins' murder, and vigorously condemn the social prejudices from
which it erupted. However, we question
the need to circumvent normal judicial procedure in what seems to be a reaction to
the outrage of the community. The selection of judges should not be influenced by
public caprice. A chill wind blows, and
we fear for the future . . .

-

STUDENT OF
THE MONTH

by Dan-Muallem
In this issue, The Reporter would like
to join the Office of Student Affairs in
recognizing the achievement of a fellow
student, who's accomplishments we
would like to applaud .and bring to ~he
attention of the law community.
.
At this time we· would like to recognize
I thought about starting off by welcom- intend that what we write be taken as gosing everyone back to NYLS for another pel, and we eagerly invite comments, criti- Barry Block, a third-year evening student,
action.packed semester, but then I realized cisms, and thrashings from those who care who's recent accompiishments as both an
that it's already late September and this to express their positions on paper. Assistant Professor at the New York Colwelcome stuff is getting pretty stale. So Moreover, we do not wish to create · an lege of Podiatric Medicine and co-author
instead·, I extend to everyone a sincere image of aloofness. Although it'.s hard to of the supplement to Hospital and Medical
greeting, and hope that everything is mov- believe, we are not a clique of conceited · Negligence, a legal textbook, have been
ing along as smoothly as possible.
clowns writing for each other. We'd like brought to the attention of the Office of
A quick glance at the mast-head will to get the blood boiling to provide a Student Affairs. In addition to these two
reveal that Diane.Wolfson has relinquished stimulating departure from the mundane. note-worthy accomplishments; Barry is
the helm ofThe Reporter, leaving our Ship And for this we are in constant need of married· and the father of two children.
of Newspaper rudderless and adrift on a people'who are not afraia to exhibit their · Barry holds patents .for athlec shoes, and
hostile sea of annoying clerical responsi- talents. To put it plainly, get off yo11r ass is the Editor of Podiatry Management
magazine.
bility. Her tenure was marked by The Re- and write something.
porter's rejuvenation, and her withdrawal
Lastly, to show everyone just how cool · in spite of his busy schedule, Barry also
remains a mystery to all but a few. Her this organization really is, we're throwing finds time to write for the student pap_er,
absence, however, created a vacuum of a huge bash this Wedriesday, September where his articles are known for their inforleadership into which I was inescapably ·20th, at Big Haus just around the comer mative content and humorous tone. If you know of any classmate that has
on West Broadway. There's going to be an
drawn. And now I'm Top Dog
Thus, I would like to familiarize the open bar from 6:00 PM to 1:00 PM, abso- published, promoted, elected to a leaderschool community wi~h some of our lutely no cover charge, and a DJ playing ship position, or has made an outstanding
· policies. We are an informal and loosely some loud Rock 'n Roll. This means all contribution to charity of the community,
structured organization cemposed of indi- you -have to do is show up six o'clock please submit this information to Monica
viduals with varying viewpoints which . sharp, very ~hirsty, and ready to dance .• Coen, at the Student Affairs Office, so
that our law school community may give
makes for interesting dis'"ussions within We'll talk then.
Evan Augoustiniatos · these people a little of the recognition they
our smoky office. However, we do not
Editor-in-Chief deserve.

The following is a letter to th¢ Editor originally appearing in the New York Law
Journal.

H';.::.:
: :''-! ti.· ·~i

Fellow· From
New York Law School

X'"

! .... ,::;.t:':

1 enjoyed reading "Awards Show
Genius Ties to NYU Law School" t
(Aug. 29), which identified four other
MacArthur Fellows and myself as having connections _to the New- York University Law School. However, I am not
an "alumnus" of ~Yu,· but rather I

graduated from the New York Law
School, an entirely separate
in~titution.
Alvt J B
t
tl"i
n · . rona e 1n
.
Washington, D.C.
The writer is ExeCutive Director of the
-ACLU Foundation's National Prison
Project.
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Program

Recent adverse human rights developments in China have led to an increase in
Chinese immigration to the United States.
The following is an open letter from Prof.
Nadine Strossen who has .arranged for
NYLS to co-sponsor a program of Education and support for Chinese refugees and
immigrants.
I've just arranged for N: Y.L.S. to be a
co-sponsor, along with the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights and Asia Watch,
of a two-hour training and counseling program for Chinese refugees and would-be
immigrants who have recently arrived in
- the U.S . from China. It will be entitled
something along the lines of "Know Your_
Rights ." I thought one or more of your
organizations might be interested in jointly
sponsoring the event, 9r at least publicizing it among your members so they could
Pfof. Strossen exuding joviality as she walks about the school
attend. The organizers at both the Lawyers
I think this program would provide a that some student organizations, or
ad
Committee and Asia Watch are very en~ terrific opportunity for you to leatn some- hoe group of student!j, might be interested
thusiastic about having as much student thing about both the general process of in offering one-on-one counseling to indi- obtaining polotical asylum or some other victual Chinese refugees as a follow-up to
participation as possible.
The program will take place here, on immigration status in the U.S., and the the general training prQgram. While I
Saturday October 7 , from IO a.m. through specific circumstances- surrounding the taught at N. Y.U. Law School, many of
Noon, in A-401. It will be widely pub- Chinese government's· recent crackdown my students provided. s~ch services to unlicized in the Chinese community (one of on student (and other) demonstrators. It documented aliens who were applying for
the reasons NYLS is such ~ great "venue" would also be an ex_cellent opportunity to legalization under the recent immigration
is our proximity to Chinatown), and the observe outstanding public interest legal reform bill. The students were able to learn
organizers anticipate that 100-200 people specialists providing information and ad- enough about the relevant law to provide
who have recently fled China will attend. vice-i.e., engaging in "client counseling." valuable counseling and assistance by virAlso attending, and leading the sessions, Furthermore, I believe it would boost the tue of the training they received from the
will be lawyers who are experts on refugee · morale of the recently expanded Chinese Lawyers Committee and other immigrarights and immigration rights . The first refugee/immigrant community to see that tion lawyers. If any of you might be inportion of the meeting will consist of a young American lawyers are concerned terested in this possibility, I could easily
arrange the necessary training. ·
large-group presentation from experts in about their legal rights. .
the field , summarizing the issues and
On a more long-range basis, I thought"
I look forward to hearing your reaction
.to what I think is a very important. event,
-options. During the rest of the period,
we'll brelik into smaller groups, . each to
and potentially a most significant contribube led by one legal expert, to answer quesAnnoy Your Classmates, tion by our law school community to the
Join The Reporter
human rights movement in China.
tions and provide counseling on a more
individualized basis.
Thank for your interest and attention .
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MEDIA LAW
PROJECT .
PROPOSES
CALENDAR .
By Dan Muallem
In the most exciting comeback ever
staged since I Love Lucy ~uccessfully reran in its 26th year, the Media Law Project,
a NYLS student club, has proposed the
most active calendar of speakers and presentations in its history.
Events currently ·in the works include:
• Phone Sex and FCC Regulators,
Where is the Connection?
• Is Big Always Better? Recent Mergers in the Entertainment Industry.
• A Panel Discussion on Television
Cencorship.
• Cable T. V., Is It Working?
• Exploration of the Recent Legal Developments in Art, Theater, Music and
Motion Pictures.
• Social Responsibilities in Educational T.V.
The new President of the Media Law
Project, Michael Benjamin; said: "This
· semester's programs will prove to be the
most expansive schedule ever offered by
a club at New York Law School. Michael
has promised to author a column in this
paper to keep us up to date on all Media Club Projects. Those interested in joining
the Media Law Project, a~d those who ~
wish to find out more about these club
activities, can stop by at MLP's office in
room C-102. Look in this paper for upC'.oming ~vents and meeting notices.

Impress Your Mom
Join The Reporter
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The ABA/Law School Divison, Commission on
Minorities and Women in the Profession
Under Canon 6 of the. Lawyer's' Code
of Professional Responsibility, "A Lawyer
Should Represent a Client Competently,"
the second ·Ethical Consideration states
that "[h]e has the additional ethical obligation to assist in improving the legal profession, and he may do so by participating
in bar activities intended· to advance the
quality and standards of members of the
profession. . . . In short, a lawyer should
· strive at all levels to aid the legal profession in advancing the highest possible standards of integrity and competence and to
meet those standards himself."
"Improving the legal profession" and
"advancing the quality and standards of
members of the profession" is partly what
law school sets out to accomplish; some
students feel obligated to improve as much
of society as they can, to improve the quality and standards of those people and processes upon which they have a degree of
impact.
At the beginning of my first year, I was
advised to join the ABA/Law Student Division (LSD), which I did . I learned more
about the ABA/LSD after having been appointed to ·the ABA/LSD's Commission
on Minorities and Women in the Profession
as a Commissioner-at-Large for 1989- 1990.
The call for applications was announced
in the Feb. ' 89 issue of Student Lawyer,
the Law School Division's magazine. The
application required two letters of recommendation and a statement describing my
background , q ualifications and interest:
Prof. Nadine Strossen and Director of
Placement, Suzanne Baer accomodated
my request for recommendations. (Ms.
Baer is Chairperson of the Fair Employment Law Practices Committee of the
National Association for Law Placement
(NALP) and is NALP's liaison member to
the ABA's Commission on Minorities in

by Frances Chan, day division '91
the Profession-the ABA has two separate
Commissions, one for Women and one for
Minorities, but the ABA/LSD can only
budget·for one Commission to cover both.
I was notified in May that I was appointed
and that our first meeting would take place
August 9 and 10, to coincide with the
ABA/LSD's
Annual
Meeting
in
Washin2ton ·D.C.
The ABAILSD Commission on
Minorities and Women in the Professioit
(COMWP) consists of a Chairperson,
three Commissioners:at-large, and representatives of the National Black Law Students Association (NBLSA) and the National Association ofWomen Lawyers Law
Sfudent Division. This year, the Chair is
from the U. of Pittsburgh, the other two
Commissioners-at-large are from Temple
U. and Georgetown U., and both the
NBLSA rep and the NAWL rep are from
the U. of Missouri - Kansas City.
The COMWP was formed ~n response
to the ABA's adoption of Goal Nine, "to
promote full and equal participation in the
profession by women and minorities." The
Purpose Statement states that "the problems resulting in underrepresentation of
minorities and women in the legal profession begin with legal education !ind C!!nter
around barriers to admission, retention,
quality performance, graduation, bar passage and employment" and the objectives
of the COMWP consist of promoting
strategies to eliminate the bamers that
limit participation.
The Commission conducted hearings on
· the second day of our meeting. It was intended that each of the 15 circuits send a
representative to present written and oral
testimony on facts and perceptions identifying key issues of concern, to guide the
Commission in their planning for the next
year. Students reported on the percentages

WARNING

by Diane Wolfson
of minorities and women among the stuHave you ever wondered why the Q-tip
dent body, the faculty and administration, box has to warn you not to probe deeply
programs geared towards minorities and into the ear canal? Doesn't it seem obvious ·
women, surveys and reports completed, that you shouldn't? Well, it seems the poand general comments about racism and tential for harm is not as obvious to the
sexism at their schools.
rest of the public as it is to you. And it's
For example, the U. of Maryland School also not so obvious that a person shouldn't
of Law has an active policy for professors eat a glycerin suppository, or smear Be·n
to use the pronoun "she" fifty percent of Gay all over the inside of their nose.
the time, and that all rooms have huge People, in times past, must have done .
"S/he" signs up. We all got a chuckle out these things, and hurt themselves, and
of the report that there are seven . deans, found a lawyer, and sued, and won.
four of whom are women and one of the Clearly, there should have been warning
women is black, and she is a newly-ap- labels. And thanks to those who were on
,pointed dean and is also one of the profes- the cutting edge o(tort law, we consumers
sors, thus counted more than once. At the are now warned about everything, from
U. .ofTulsa Law School, tne Tenth Circuit the obvious, to ttie not-so-obvious.
Governor reported, there are about 600 The following examples illustrate the
students, five of whom are minorities. In
point~
' her class · of 220 students, there is only • Neet hair remover: Do not use inside
one minority. But, they have a day care nose or ears.
center at school. The ABA/LSD Chapter • L'Oreal haircolor: Must not be used
- at Harvard did a survey on unrepbrted for dyeing the eyelashes or eyebrows.
h~ssment by employment interviewers. •
Dr. Scholl 's Shoe Deoderant Spray: Do
They find that the Harvard name allows not use while smoking. them to coerce recruiters to meet higher • Polident denture cleaner: Do not place
standards.
tablets in mouth .
We concluded our first meeting without .• Evenflo plastic nurser: Do not pU°t niphaving the chance to fully identify our ples in microwave oven .
exact plans for the coming year; however • Endust: Intentional misuse by deliberwe are going to be teleconferencing next ately concentrating and inhaling the conweek and we have two more meetings, tents can be harmful.
one in the winter and one in the spring. • Grecian Formula: Do not use to color
We welcome written comments and reports hair on parts of the body other than th_e
-please contact me the Office of the scalp.
Legal Association for Women, Room • Dermoplast topical anesthetic/antibacterial spray: Do not apply to face while
CI06A.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - using oxygen resuscitator.
Need I say more?
Had we a Haiku
So next time you see someone shove a
We would like to put it here bottle of Lysol up their ass, and hurt themselves, give him or her your card, you
but we don't have one
could have a case.

·•

160 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Mass. 02116
(617) 437-1171
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Going For The "VIG"
by Barry Block
In case you 're not familiar with the
term, the "vig" is that extra one-third of
a grade that the professor can add to your
grade for class participation. The term vig
is a slang word used by · bookmakers
(bookies) to indicate the small difference
(spread) between the odds of two teams
winning a game. Generically, however,
vig has become known as that little extra.
There are some very sound reasons to
pursue this little perk:
I. Grade Point Average (GPA)-An ')\" always looks better than a "B + " and a
"B-" certainly better than a C + ". This is
particularly true with a 4 credit course.
That little extra increase in overall GPA
may be ~e difference in making law review for the first year student. On the
·other end of the spectrum, that tiny bit
may just save the humiliation of being on
academic probation.
2. You might just get more out of the
course--An old legal axiom holds that the
more you put in, the more you get out.-'
To participate, of course, means some sac·rifice (i.e. advance preparation) and it also
requires you to actually show up in class!! J
The downside risk is that you may su.f fer
the embarrassment of being wrong. Worse
still, is volunteering the correct answer
and winding up becoming engaged in a
Socratic discourse with your Prof. , which
you will inevitably lose.

3. You help keep the class alive-Even
the best of Profs find it difficult to continuously keep the attention of .the class. This
is especially true in those one hour and
forty minute classes. By interjecting your
ideas, you help break up the potential for
monotony. This helps all concerned.
How To Get The Vig
l) First make sure that it'a available.
The best way to do this is to simply ask
the Prof. on day I. Failure to do so may
result in some ·frustration when the Prof.
tells you "I never give extra credit for th~t
type of thing.''" This doesn't mean you
shouldn't raise your hand . . . only that
you shouldn't raise· your expectations.
2) Sit witin the peripheral vision of the
Prof. That doesn't necessarily mean front
row center. Consider, though that you 'II
have to sit in a location in which the Prof.
can actually see (or hear) ·you when you
volunteer.
.
3) Plan your responses to co"ncide with
what's being discussed. You're not likely
to score too many points with a lot of
tangential material (BullShit). It's better
to wait for a well-timed and memorable
response than to frequently volunteer legal
de minimus.
·
Getting the vig may only be small icing
on your grade cake, but it is nonetheless
a sweet topping.

To-Do ~in TFibeca:
Watering Holes for
the Discerning
by Anthony S. DiNota
It is unfortunate enough that many
NYLS student spend three years here without a clue as to what the name Of our
school's neighborhood is, let alone without the curiosity to discover its cobblestone streets, cast-iron facades and other
vestiges of its rich mercantile history.
These students are probably those same
students who naively think they have to
hike up to those bustling and forever styleconscious northern neighborhoods of
Soho or Greenwich Village to unwind and
have a drink. Ignorance is not bliss.
Tribeca, one of Manhattan's oldest and
most charming neighborhoods, offers
plenty of inviting and unpretentious drinking spots for the harried -and overworked
NYLS students in search of serendipity
and respite. These bars are perfectly juxtaposed in a neighborhood whose character eschews flash and trendiness in favor
of sincerity and warmth.
First-years "(and all other years) take
h~ed: when exiting 57 Worth Street, put
your political orientations behind you and
boldly turn right (west) toward West
Broadway, Hudson and Greenwich
Streets. Roam these thoroughfares and
their cross-streets especially and you will
stumble into several engaging and friendly
pubs that are so cool you won't need a
ponytail, a black turtleneck, a bottle of
Evian, ·a subscription to Spy rriagazine or
a European accent tomake the scene. Here
are some -favorites:
Puffy'sTavem, (81 Hudson Street). The
perennial and sentimental preference for
the NYLS set. Puffy's is a Tribeca institution that attracts an eclectic clientele in an
unassuming and irresistible setting. It of-·
fers a dart board, a reliable jukebox (that
the bartender has no qualms turning up)-,
and the chance that a famous film director
or movie celebrity might pop in at any
second. (Yes, Robert DeNiro's loft is visible from the window.) B~ron tap & pitchers. Ideal in the afternoon for moments of
solitude or when you just want to do the
Times crossword. "
Apre' Scott's; (353- Greenw.ic!:i Street) . .
. Equally unaffected, this· bar's
belies
it's atmosphere and attitude. There are no
darts here, but there is a pool table. Apre
- Scott's· serves bottled beer, (including
Guinness warm or cold). There is no
jukebox, however, a wide and sophisticated variety of tapes are played-somehow whatever the music, it always seems
to be appropriate. Great burgers.

name

W~er's (16 North Moore Street).
Though recently renovated and renamed,
Walker's manages to evoke the English
pub feel you get when you walk into some
of Manhattan's older taverns like Puffy's
or the Ear Inn, Fanelli's and the White
Horse Tavern. Solid dinner and lunch
menus that include many diverse specials.
<i:rayons and paper table-cloths always
make for fun. People enjoy themselves
here.
Nancy Whiskey Pub, (I Lispenard
Street). Don't be fooled into thinking that
this place is another Baby Doll Lounge.
Nancy Whiskey is . a cozy find. Like
Puffy's, it attracts a wonderfully mixed
crowd: white-collars, blue-collars, pinkcollars, no-collars, hippies , students, artists, and just good old-fashioned barflies.
It also attracts a lunchtime crowd--the
home-made soups are recommended. And
where else can you play shuffleboard in
Manhattan?
Raccoon Lodge. (59 ~ai:ren Street).
Also ,popular with NYLS-folk, the Lodge
offers a hip jukebox and a pool table (however there always seems to be a long wait).
Wall Street yuppies who like to think they
live on the edge frequently drift north here
on Thursday and Friday nights. Fortunately, they make itback to Battery Park
City around 9:00 in time for Pictionary
and hand the bar over to the fun people.
Looking to do an all-Tribeca pub crawl
with your section-mates?
Here's a.thorough listing of the bars in the

Raimo Pizzeria·
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FREE DELIVERY

i

137 Duane St.

(let.

w. ......, & Church)

If

10% student discount on premises
open until 10:30 p.m.

S.B.A. "END OF SUMMER" PAR'IY
S.B.A. 's first party of the semester will
be held on Thursday Sept. 21, 1989 at 6:00
pm. The party will be in the -Student
Lounge and is free to all NYLS students,
staff and faculty. There will a D.J., BEER .
and munchies.

YEARBOOK EDITOR WANTED
The class of 1989-90 is in need of an
editor and staff for their yearbook. Any
NYLS students who are interested please
contact Cynthia Hanrahan in Rm. ·C-101.
Previous experience is desired but not necessary.

- Hide Behind Your First Amendment
Rights,
Join The Reporter
The Sporting Club, 99 Hudson
Street
Topless Bars:
Baby Doll Lounge, 34 White Street
The Doll House, 59 Murray Street
Bar/Live Music:
North River Bar, \45 Hudson Street

Keep thinking about
the party. 6:00 PM
One hour open bar
\Ved. Sept. 20, 1989
Be there

J

area:
Taverns:
Blarney Castle, 110 Chamber Street·
Blarney Star, 43 Murray Street
Brady's Tavern, 67 Murray S_treet Katie O'Toole's Saloon 134 Reade
Street
McGovern's Bar & Restaurant, 135Reade Street
Rosie O'Grady's Pub, 41 Murray
Street
·Bar/Restaurants
Howz Bayou Cafe, 355 Greenwich
Street .
Pig 'n' Whistle, 365 Greenwich
Street · riverrun, 176 'Franklin Street·
Smoke Stacks Lightnin' 380 Canal
Street
3 Roses Bar & Restaurant, 311
Church Street
Sports Bars:
Legends, 17 Murray Street .
Mudville 9, 126 Chambers Street
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con't from page 1
improve our understanding o.f law since it
represnets mastery of smaller units of information before comprehensive application. Simply put, it represents the way that
people learn best.
Granted, this would mean mo~ work
for professors, whose time for research
and writing should be jealous1y guarded.
As students though, w"e are consumers of
a teachers pedagogy. When we job search,
the status of New York Law School, which
our professors' research and writing helps
to establish, becomes more important. Ultimately though, how well we have learned
the law, and not our professors' expertise,
will be tested in the marketplace.
C. First-year ·Evening Division students
need a writing workshop which would
allow a candid dialogue about a student's
writing DURING the writing process,
rather than as an after-the-fact "confronta- tion" focusing on grad!!s. As~igning a
product without teaching or discussing the
process of achieving the product is not an
effective way to "teach" writing.
Moreover, (even if my classmates will
throw bricks at me for suggesting extra
work), the.writing requirement should·continue, not only for those among us who
earned places on journals, but for all students, who must write if they are to be
s~ccessful attorneys.
,
D. While evening students realize that
there is no end to the depth and the breadth
of the law, we realize even more acutely
the limits to our time. Although there is
no requirement that professors j>ost assign~
ments well before the first days_of classes,
evening students have reason to grumble
when a professor's assingnments are not
timely or are not posted at all. Expecting
evening students to check the bulletin
board hourly for assignments is an unfair
and unreasonable imposition. Likewise,
syllabi or suggested page numbers to read
for a class enable us to use our time more
efficiently, and indicate how a professor
conceives the structure of the material or
course.

E. ACADEMIC ADVISING:
As students progress through New York
Law School, a program of faculty and
upper class academic advising would help
shape
student's curriculum. Courses
wtiich are complementary, or necessary for
the_bar ex~m, or which equip students to
excel in a specialization may· not be as
obvious to students as to faculty. Ideally,
student curriculum choices ·should be
based upon more substantial concerns than
staying extra late on Tuesd~ys !

a

THE SQUARE DINER

Fast Service Our Specialty
BREAlffAST
,.
.

e

LUNCH

e

UINNER

II. PLACEMENT
Kindly take one of our Outroinr MenUll that are placed around the dininc area.
After investing four years and over
Far I' ro111 µt Del wery cII {[ 925-7188
•
$40,000, New York Law students deserve
SEAFOOD
STEAKS
CHOPS
a job. The present systell) of placement
"u1u• Srlwol Stiuk11ts - W''ir. Ojj
and recruiting favors the top 15% They
611.111.-1 J a .m . , .! µ .m .-1 I µ .m .
have the heartiest congratulations and best
wishes, Godspeed! Why must the other
33 Leonard Street
New "(o~
85% of students, whose tuitions enable
others to excel, languish? Connected to
this are two. other, larger issues. First, if ·
85 to 90% are in the average-to-below-av- . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1111!11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__llll_ _ _ _..
erage range, what does that mean_in terms
of our real-!ife effectiveness.imd earnings
as practicing attorneys? Secondly, for
thos~ among us who have . occasional
flashes of altruism, are lower-paying public interest jobs an entre' into legal work?
Does New York Law School have a
philosophy which encourages public interest work enough to include it in the
Placen\ent Office workday, and to begin
a fiscal strategy to abate loan repayments
for those entering public interest work? ·
Alumni contributions are not only calcui::
able in dollar amounts.
Finally, de.spite legitimate concerns and
grievances, most ..Evening Division Students are happy for the opportunity to
study law at New York Law School. The
issues above are raised not in an adversarial spirit, but only to seek. redress, com~
promise, and settlement.
·

A BIT OF
SENSATIONALISM
·by Dan Muallem
Evan Augoustiniatos

Dilip Mcwand
*ITEM: HIGH SPEED ELEVATORS OR
HIGH TECH JUNK?
Going up? Better get there 20 minutes that the end result will also not adhere to
early. In yet the latest example of "new is the curve. lYpically, this sets off several
better," the school administration has bells on the third floor of C building. The
begun an elevator modernization-program. grades are then returned to the instructor
These new elevators will help propel New who must then raise or lower them based
York Law School into its second century. upon factors other than writing ability.
Unfortunately, as near as we can tell, the Several factors may be considered, but
elevator modernization program will not smiles and winks in class can't hurt. The
be completed until well into our second tenns "arbitrary" and "caj,ricious" cannot
century. One would think that a school ltelp but come to mind. Several other terms
full of lawyers would be more sensitive ~lso come to mind, but they are unpublishable even by our standatds.
to the adage that t~me is money.

. . . And They Said It Couldn't Be Done
by Sumana Chandrasekhar
My Law School experience started over a5pect of law school, or the demise of
a year ago. I was beginning that first year, men/women relationships, and on the
reputed extensively as "the worst year of whole, social life frustration. A good thing
your life," and I was very worried.
I wasn't married, I thought, since he
At orientation, the Deans, in their suggested that married perso~. and/or
heartfelt welcoming addresses, introduced romantic partners put their emotions in the
us to what they referred to as a living . refrigerator until January. ·
PaperChase, where professors teach by inAfter this orientati9n, law school
timidation, and where only· a few iron- seemed like one big nightmare, and I was
maae students complete the first year with actually nauseous on the way to my first
a vestige of self-confidence. They spewed day of classes.
I must admit, last year was not at all a
out figures like 50, 60, 65, referring to
the number of hours a week, outside of walk through the tulips, but fortunately, I
classtime, that they had devoted to studying was capable of surviving it all with relathe law. I quickly computed this for a daily tively few episodes of stomach discom-_
average, and it added up, along with fort. My professors were fine, none were
classtime, to equal all my waking hours, out for our blood. Classroom d!scussion
give or take an hour to watch L.A. Law. was often quite interesting, and homework So this is how I'd spend the entire next assignments, on the whole, not overyear of my life-living, breathing, and whelming. My married friends stayed marprobably even dreaming, the Law. The ried, and in fact, good relationships among
year before I was a 9-5 , no overtime, no classmates were happening all over the
weekend work, income-receiving paralegal place. .
. .
living a life of pleasure and amenities, and · · - As I enter my second year and think .
this year I would be a 24-hour poverty- back to the first, I certainly would not
stricken, stressed out and probably neu- want to go through last year again, bu! I
· rotic law student.
must say it feels pretty good to know that
One of the deans mentioned a further . I got through it.

Free Nelson Mandela
Free James Brown
Free Drinks
Wednesday Night, See Page 15

*ITEM: LEGAL _WRONGING: A DEPARTMENT WITHOlIT PITY

*ITEM: THE GREAT LEAP . BACKWARDS

The Legal Writing Department, in strict
compliance with school policy, will actu- ·
ally take a student's grade down a peg,'or _
two, in its ceaseless efforts to adhere to a
statistical norm. While the grading curve
is not without merit, it fails in its purpose
of eliminating arbitrary grading when
some instructors do not employ it consistently throughout the semester. The final
grade for Legal Writing is composed by
taking the weighted average of the grades
a student receives during the entire course. ·
Here's the catch: Some instructors do not
adhere to the curve when grading indivictual assignments. Simple math_dictates

Perceiving a problem- in student mail
delivery, the administration has chosen to .
modify the student mailbox system. The
problem it seems, was that too many students were receiving their mail. In an effort to CQ,ITeCt this, the administration has
relabled -the pigeon holes alphabetically,
in size order, and by student rank. Those
of you who have not yet found your mailbox, please take your mail from the most
convenient on_e , Next semester, we may
expect to see one large room labled _ AAAZ:ZZ, please conduct yourselves accordingly.
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REGISTRATIO.N MUST.B-E RECEIVLD BY

11/1/89
--·----·~191~......----. The Pieper Course Includes:
fr Conzplete_lecture se~ies
-·1+~ WITH THE

:C+c·-

fr Essay tpriting
fr Multistate Practice

and Exam

tr Multistate Professional
, -Responsibility Exan1

·I

(MPRE)
fr Multistate .Volunze
fr New York Law Volume-

tr Professional Responsibility
Volume
Law student's rll<1count ofS125 will be deducted from the cost or Sl.076
for any student still in law school who registers for the Pieper New York
Multistate Bar Review Course by November 1. 1989.

* Plus .-

John Pieper's
'Jn-Class Guidance

For more i_nformation see your Pieper Representatjves or contact:

PIEPER NEW YORK•MiJLTISTATE BAR REVIEW,-LTD. ·
90 WILLIS AVENUE, MINEOLA~ NEW YORK 11501.

74 7-4311
·The Bar Co11rse That Cares~
Telephone:.(51-6)
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Placement Office News
The placement office is sponsoring the
following panels to inform students about
aspects of the hiring and job search proc_esses:
On September 21st representatives from
the Legal Aid Society and the United
States Attorneys office be be on campus. to discuss the hiring process of their
offices.
On September 25th attorneys from the
New York City Law Department, Office
of The Corporation Counsel will discuss
their practice at the city's largest law firm,
and the hiring practices of the office.
On September 27th there will be a panel
discussion legal careers available within.
accounting firms.
ON October 3rd there will be a panel
on Successful Interviewing 'Strategies for
participants in the NALP/BALSA Job Fair.
On October 12th there will be a panel
presentation on employment opportunities
. within Public Interest Law.
All Panels will begin at 5:30 pm in the
Faculty Dining Room .
Refreshments will be served . .

The NALP/NAPIL National Public Interest Law Career Fair and Conference will
be held in Washington D. C. from October
27th to the 29th at George Washingtgn
University. The Career Fari will be on Friday, October 27th, with the Conference
extending to Saturday, October 28th and
Sunday, October 29th.
·
Tl;lis forum will provide an opportunity ;
for students to learn about the variety of
career options which exist in the Public ·
Interest Arena. There will be panels on
many areas of the law including: criminal, ·
·1abor, international , immigration and
human right law, and legal services. There
will be a special panel focusing on "Making Yourself Marketable in the Public
Interest World." Sixty employers have· already registered for the fair. Time has been
set aside for students to obtain information
from employers about inidividual areas of
practice. Many employers will be conducting interviews on Friday, during the fair,
and on Saturday during the conference.
Students are not required to register in advance for the conference. The Conference
organizers recommend that those students
who plan to remain in Washington D.C.
by Jackie George
overnight reserve their accomodations as
The annual Charles W..Froessel Moot
early as possible. For travel information
Court Competition is
intramural appelconcerning student discount rates, please
late court competition sponsored each year
contatct Al Bassetti or Deirdre Mathis in
by the Executive Board of the New York
the Placement office.
Law School's Moot Court Association
(MCA) to develop the art of advocacy.
The competition affords each participant
an opportunity to put his or her research
and writing abilities to a practical test, to
become involved in unanswered and often
6) How can I become a non-voting
. controversial areas of law, and to present
student member on any of the followoral arguments in an atmosphere which
ing administrative and facuity comsimulates that of an actual courtroom.
mittees?
/
Preliminary ,.-arguments will begin on
Admissions Committee
Monday, 18 September at 6:00 p.m .. The
competition has attracted over 80 upperCurriculum Committee
Student Service Committee
class students and is now the largest of its
Student Placement Committee

Moot Court
kind in the state. The Honorable Vito J .
Titone, Judge of the New York State Court·
of Appeals ' and long-time friend of the
Froessel competition, will_preside over the
September 27th final round arguments .
The final round will take place in the library's Froessel room.
In addition to recognizing the competition's Winner and Finalists, prizes will be
awarded to the Best Advocate, the authors
of the Best Briefs and the members of the
best-scoring teams. Competitors_who receive these awards, or who advance to the
compeition's quarter-final rounds, are invited to join the Moot Court Association
and compete in intermural arguments.
The Moot Court Association is under
the chairmanship of Michael J. Volpe.

an

· DID'YOU KNOW?
by Jackie George
Editor's note:
In this issue of The Rep0rter, Jackie George's column, DID YOU
KNOW, has been printed in quiz
form . We hope you enjoy this challenging test of your familiarity with
the New York Law School environment. Answers may be found- by
turning this page upside down.
I) What are respites and when are
tney held?

2)

7) What are the regulations .concerning N~w York Law School compliance with the Clean Indoor Air
Act of the City of New York (Rule
No. 915-1)?

Who is Monica Coen?
8)

3) What do we do with identification cards?
4) What should I do with my student advisor?
5) Are there health insurance plans
"-- available to students? ·
/

zoo u.

How can I get half-price or even

free tickets to the following shows?

The Hiedi Chronicles
Cats
Nunsense
Steel Magnolias
Lend Me a Tenor
Piano and Violin Concerts at Merkin
Concert Hall·
Aiid much much more . . .

by Mark .Weitzm~n
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DRUGS:-A .N EW
GENERATION
by David Wmd
America the beautiful has become
America the stoned. We are a nation entranced with the artificial indlicement of
euphoria.
Pregnant mothers place an inexpensive
but highly addictive cocaine derivative
called crack in a pipe and have parties
with their unborn children while our nation's law makers grapple with issues like
whether or not to subject our law enforcement personnel to random drug tests or
whether the constitution permits the search
and seizure of garbage. Many people feel
this is war: If so, the invasion is well under
~ay. This country needs to dig trenches
rather than debate rhetoric. In order to effectively combat the infiltration of drugs,
new laws must be written and. law enforcement must be given the means to carry
out their objectives.
The Bush Administration has committed huge sums of federal dollars to the ·
· effort. Americans are ready to sacrifice.
But money has, always come easy to us.
The ultimate sacrifice will be in civil liberties. An increasing amount of experts in
law enforcement, education", and civil
rights believe that this may be the only
solution .

Hot Summer Puts Civil Rights on Ice

remains.
Part of the problem has been the ineffectiveness of the legislature. It ha5 been.
suggested that current legislation has been
written as if it has never been thought that
any of the orugs:-concemed would come
to be used by hundreds of thousands of
people. Drug. laws are largely ineffective,
since they have been written solely with
the intent to express tJ!e general public's~
view of the horrors of.drugs, not to end
their use.
Drug legislation must include harsher
sentences, increased prison construction,
awareness of actually who is on drugs,
and reinstatement of the death penalty. Illicit drugs must be differentiated as to there
danger to society and the .most harmful
eradicated. Of the approximately- 40,000
drug arrests through May of this year, only
3200 were f12r Marijuana. Obviously the
police departments have already made
their Jwn distinctions. They're just waiting
for the legislature to catch up.
There must also be a huge local effort
to help reduce the reasons to start using
drugs , committing resources to community groups and drug counselors that will
educate rather than manipulate and patronize our younger generation.

"Neighborhood Groups have been}ormedto patrol streets.
but dealers are flexible and immune to the evil stares and
flashlight beams of irate residents."
The illegal drug trade has stripped American citizens of the precious liberties
guaranteed by the Constitution. We are no
longer free to walk the streets of our neighborhoods. In the first five months of 1989
the City of New York recorded over 20,000
Crack arrests alone, not even making a
dent in the trade. Whole neighborhoods
have been taken over by dealers. Citizens
are afraid to report drug activity and adamant about not testifying against reputed
drug kingpins. Neighborhood groups have
been formed to patrol the streets, but dealers are flexible and immune to the evil
stares and flashlight beams of irate residents. The point is, if we h~ve alrea"y
surrendered some of our freedom to criminals, shouldn't we be willing to forego
the same freedom in order to fight for what

•Page 9

A New York Court of Appe;ils decision
allowing random drug testing of police officers is a step in the right direction. The
court said, "The Police Department has a
justifiable interest and responsibility in the
. periodic testing of special officers- constitutlng its ' main- line of offe)lse and defense in the war against drug trafficking."
Shear genius. As recently as last week,
Police Chief Benjamin Ward instituted this
program for the entire force.
The Police Chief of New York City
thinks it is nece~sary to check our policemen.
1
Drugs aren't going away, they're out of
control. Some . people shudder at the
thought of losing rights, what ever the
cost. The time has come to try. Can we
put the handcuffs on just for a while?
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"The First thing we do,
Kill All the Lawyers."

Henry VI
Part 2.

.
by B. Shaw
An employee who dreads the daily pros"Neither our words nor our decisions
should be interpreted as signaling an inch pect of going to work because of the stress
of retreat from Congressional policy to for- and humiliation of racial discrimination
bid discrimination." Supreme Court 'Jus- can hardly _be said to be free to make a
tice Anthony Kennedy wrote these hopeful contract on the same terms as similarly
words in a closely decided civil rights situated employees. The decition to deopinion this past term. Many court obser- prive a victim of discrimination the use of
vers believe, however, that Justice Ken- the strong economic sanctions that Section
nedy and a newly do~inant "conserva- 1981 provides, sends a messageto some
. tive" block of justices have in reality members of the private sector that they
sevenely proscribed the effectiveness of a ~ill will receive little more than a slap on
once powerful tool in civil rights litiga- the wrist for carrying out discriminatory
policies.
tion.
'
42 U.S.C. Section 1981 was created in
1866 by the Reconstruction Congress · to
. Section 1981 has been a popular and
help newly freedmen overcome the ex- effective statute in civil rights litigation
treme social and economic difficulties because it aOows for punitive damages and
blacks faced in many areas of the country ·the costs of attorney fees which other
after the Civil War. Section 1981 was de- statues, most notably, Title VII of the Civil
signed to give Blacks the "same right in Rights Act of 1964, do not provide for.
every State and Territory to make and en- Title VII makes it unlawful for an employer
force contracts, to sue, be parties, give "to discriminate against any individual
evidence and to the full and equal benefit with respect to his compensation, terms,
of all laws and proceedings for the security conditions or priviledges cif employment."
. of persons and property as is enjoyed by Under Title VII, a successful litigant only
white citizens .. ."
receives compensation for back pay. In
Since 1976, ·when the Court decided
McClean,· Justice Kennedy suggests that
Runyon v. McCary, 427 U. S. 160 (1975) Title VU is the proper vehicle for persons
civil rights litigants have been able. to faced with racial harassment after hiring.
apply Section 1981 to both acts of racial
Justice Brennan discussed in his dissent
discrimination at the hiring stage, as well W McClean that , Congress has supported
as', to discriminatory treatment . after hir- the use of Section 1981 as a remedy for
ing. This past term, however, in Patterson private employment discrimination. ·c onv. McClean Credit Union , No. 87-107 , gress has also considered and rejected
Justice Kennedy, writing . for a sharply amendments which would have rendered
divided Court determined taht claims of Section 1981 unavailable in many disracial harassment which occur after the crimination cases. ~rennan noted that the
formulation of a contract are not actionable 39th Congress recognized the severe
under Secion 1981 because "racial harass- economic and social burdens that Blacks
ment on the job neither impairs the right faced as a result of post contractual discriminatio!!:- To remedy this problem the
to make nor the right to enforce a contract."
_'Brenda Pattersond teller for ten years Congress did not intend that Section 1981
atdhe McClean Credit Union in Winston- be construed with an overly narrow view
Salem, North Carolina, sued her employer of what it means to have the same "rights
under Section 1981 for racial harassment. · . . to make and enforce contracts . .
Slie alleges that because she was black, as white citizens."
she was not offered training for higher
?iven the low priority for civil rights
level jobs made available to whites, was which per.vaded the Reagan presidency,
~enied routine . wage increases and was
Reagan's appointment of Justices O'Consubject to demeaning janitorial tasks that · nor, Scalia, and Kennedy and his elevation
white tellers were not asked to do. The 5 of J~stice Renquist to Chief Justice, the
to 4 majority held that because this harass- formalistic approach adopted by the Court
ment occured after she was hired , she in this case is not surprising. Nevertheless,
could not bring a claim under Section - it still represents a setback for civil rights
1981.
litigation. We rely on the Court lb protect
Given the social and economic obsta- our rights but in the past months they have
cles that still prevail in many areas of our given many cause to doubt. .Given the
society today, Justice Kennedy's conclu- choice between 'formalism or taking a
sion that discrimination after hiring does more expansive role in preserving and fornot inhibit a person's right to make and tifying the tools used to fight for civil
enforce contracts fails to live up . to the rights, a haiku .often proves helpful:
spirit of his proclamation that the Court
The tree that survives
while others splinter in the storm
will not "retreat from the Congressional
is the tree that bends.
policy to forbid discrimi!lation." Discrimin,ation during the hiring process and dis- The Court must be ever watchful, ever
crimination discovered during the course expectant, and ever sensitive to even the
of employment really have the same effect; most sublime and subtle manifestations of
hindering an employee's ability to make a discrimination and always strive to do the
, right thing.
contract free from discrimination.
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WHY IS APHRODITE CRYING?
by Philip Spyropoulos

Humanism, Christianity, Democracy. Greek Cypriot and a Turkish Cypriot
Certain currents in Western Thought have -territory.
initiated the beginnings 9f a world conimuBefore the invasion, the warring politinity where every human being is consi- cal factions in Cyprus, one of which advodered to have certain basic rights regard- cated unity with Greece proper and which
less of racial, political, social or religious was supported by the Greek government
distinctions. The recent Anti-Apartheid (this support included military advisers-in
movement represents, literally, a wOild civilian clothes), presented Turkey with
mobilization to implement these humanita- the long awaited for opportunity to invade
rian principles . There has also been a cor- Cyprus, citing its "obligation to protect
responding movement towards this di rec- the Turkish Cypriot community." At the
tion in the arena of international politiking; time of the invasion, 18 percent of the .
with the thawing of the Cold War, and Cypriotpopulationof630,000wasTurkish
415 Seventh Avenue. Salte 62
China's bloody counter reaction to the while 80 percent was Greek. During the
New YorlL. New York 10001
movement's domestic presence, being two invasion, countless Greek Cypriots were
(212) 594-36'6 (201) 623-3363
more apparent results of its development. tortured, killed and raped. The Turks often
Of course, the global dimensions of this indulged in the practice of cutting the Cypmovement and its extraordinary ac- riot women's nipples off and using them
accomplishments certainly deserve our to make worry beads. If it is true that a
appreciation. Yet these developments can people should be Judged by their actions cation sµggested to the folk festival's audi- such an acceptance. Although Turkey has
only be regarded an an initial step in the and held responsible for them, Turkey has ence being that the Turkish Cypriots are been denied membership to the European
right direction; a step which has, in my never been properly judged.
an indigenous group with a Jong .history Economic Community on more than one
opinion, tread the- same ground for too
Genocide is a word which was inspired and, consequently, a valid claim to at least occasion, its economy is benefiting extenlong a· time.
·
by ,the systematic and horrific efforts of a third of the island.
sively from trade with Europe.
This brings me to my final point. Since
Although Palestine, Cambodia, Af- the Turkish government to exterminate its
Despite many groups' and organizaghanistan and a myriad of other nasties Armenian population. The Turkish under- tions' attempts at educating the world com- Turkey is so dependent ·on the west, we
have been bobbing in and out of -our na- taking liquidated over 1,500,000 Arme- munity about Turkey's actions and mo- should take t~e opportunity to involve ourtional consciousness, none of these epic nians, during the 1915 genocide, and over tives, Turkey seems to be getting its way, selves more with Turkey's policies. As a
struggles forthe preservation of man's dig- 1,800,000 by 1923. History books abound largely because of good diplomacy, misin·- NATO ally, Turkey should adhere to cernity have been given nearly as much cover- with examples ofTurkey's consistent disre- formation, and deaf ears. During the tain basic humanitarian standards which
age and popular. support as the Anti-Apar- gard for human life and dignity. The Tur- Armenian genocide of 1915, U.S. Ambas- 'll'mSt of the west shares. If Turkey fails in
theid movemen"t ' has. The contagion of kish Ottoman Empire, which conquered sador Henry Morgenthau repeatedly in- this respect, we shoulci take on the responfashion, or an un~erstandable interest in vast regions of Europe, the Middle East formed the world of the extermination. sibility of enforcing_them, esi>ecially since
a situation . which mirrors an unresolved and North Africa, is considered to have The world's indifference to the event was these humanitarian principles are violated
confi.ict in our own collective conscious, exercised one of history's most oppressive a spector which eventually returned to with our financial supi)ort. Very few conare not gooa enough reasons to limit our- reigns; so much so that it has earned the haunt Europe 25 years later in Nazi Ger- flicts are within our power to resolve, as
selves to an almost compulsive involve- nomenclature of The Great Destroyer.
many. Except, unlike post-war Germany, U.S . citizens, as much as the Cypriot
ment with a handful of issues. This limitaAfter the disintegration of the empire Turkey was not only never held responsible tragedy. Turkey depends tremem;lously on
tion defeats the very purpose of our in- in the early part of this century, and after for its actions , but to th~s day its govern- the United States. Turkey's massive militvolvement with these issues.
·
countless massacres of Greeks, Arme- " ment denies the very occurance of the ary machine, the largest standing army in
Keeping this introduction in mind, I nians, Bulgarians, Slavs and others since genocide. The massacres of Greeks, A_rme- all of European NATO, is one of the top
would like to address the catalyst for my then, Turkey's age old fraternity with op- nians and other christians during K,emal five recipients of U.S. military aid. It is a
writing this article. It involves an event pression, and even bloodthirst, has Ataturk's rise to power, the ongoing perse- military machine which would be comwhich took_place-July of this past summer. changed seemingly little. The tank has re- cution of the Kurds, the deplorable human ple~ely impotent without our tax dollars .
The situation's urgency further lends itAn event which· received almost no expo- . placed the scimitar and th_e prime minister/ rights violations within Turkey, and the
su¢ in. ttiis. country and yet was reported dictator has replaced the sultan.
inv;:isjo,n-and eccupation gf N, c;:yprus con- self to the fact that the longer Tu.key is
the' world .'over, giving rise to action by
Since World War l ,. the Kurds , a large tinue to be generally ignored by much of allowed to station troops in Northern Cyprus, and repopulate the island with Turkish
the· United Nations, Pope John Paul , and Sunnite Muslim minority in eastern Tur- the world community.
the entire European community.
key, have lost tens of thousands of men;
Turkey has effected this public relations nationals, the thinner the chances of a libThe U.N. had given permission to a women and children during persecutions strategy for an important reason; to gain erated Cyprus. Cyprus is in desperate need
_group of Cypriots to perform a religious effected by the Turkish authorities. Cutting the West's acceptance. Other than Turkey's of our involvement and ·it is a situation
ceremony in the demilitarized zone be- across all political changes in leadership, deep rooted aspiration of becoming' more which our !lovernment has decisive control '
tween Greek Cyprus and that territory oc- it has been the expressed aim of the Turkish . westernized, the-nation has much to gain over. Cyp11:1s deserves our attention.
cupied by Turkey. The group of about 100 government to suppress -the Kurdish na- economically
well as politically from"
people consisted almost entirely, of older tional movement using any means neceswomen and young girls, with a handful sary, including the machinegunning and
of elderly clergy and foreign liberal repor- bombin~ of Kurdish settlements. It is ng
ters amongst their ranks. The real purpose wonder that Amnesty International considfor their pilgrimage was to peacefully pro- ers Turkey one of the worst human rights
test Turkey's 15 year long occupation of violators in the world (ever see the film
their - homes and their land, the older "Midnight Express"?).
women protesting the deatps of their sons
A disturbing development of this past
and daughters. As the U.N.Peace keeping decade has been Turkey's attempt at gainforce watched, a mass of.Turkish soldiers, ing the West's acceptance through an often
under orders, crossed into the neutral subtle and highly engineered plan of propzone, apprehended the women and drag- aganda. Although Turkey has been consisged them ov~r to the Turkish side, striking tently implementing a policy of Kurdish
them with rifle butts and shouting eradication for almost a century, the Turobscenities at them. They were impris- kish government suddenly announced its
oned, as a crowd ofTurks gathered outside . willingness to accept a large amount of
and changed "Give the women to us!"
Kurdish refugees from Iraq this past year.
After a forceful international deQunciaTurkey has recently initiated an interriation of the act, the prisoners were eventu- tional campaign calling attention to the
ally released some days later. Ignoring the Bulgarian government's discrimination of
international laws that were violated, a its muslim, Turkish-speaking minority
statement from the Turkish government which, in itself, is certainly not an adverse
claimed that they were justified in their development. Yet, other than Turkey's deresponse because they were acting in self sire to obtain the world community's symdefense. The incident was a grim reminder pathy and, consequently, its solidarity,
of the events that transpired fifteen years there is a more important motive for its
earlier.
efforts: the "repatriation" of the occupied
On July 20th of 1974, Turkey launched territory of N. Cyprus with Bulgarian
a massive, full-scale military invasion of . Turks, an endeavor already in the making
Cyprus. Close to half a million troops were · which would contribute significantly to
deployed along with an overwhelming Turkey's long-term plan of retaining the.
force of tanks , armored vehicles, and island and eventuallY,.annexing it.
warplanes. The island's ill-equipped deA more subtle manifestation of this
fense forces.• deserted by its allies, could elaborate attempt at proselytizing the
muster up a little over a hundred thousand global community is reported by the
soldiers. Yet their resistance astonished the Peloponnesian Ethnogra~hic Foundation:
world. Despite a U.N.-sponsored cease- "Turkish Cypriot folk groups are systematfire, Turkish forces continued to advance ically participating in all the appropriate
on the island. The i;esulting international West European festivals which have a

as.
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THE PASSWORD:

S.B-.A. UPDATE
by

Cyntl~ia

· ELECTION RESULTS
/

Congratulations to the 1989-90 S.B.A.
Senators.
lST YEAR SECTION A
Jack Dalgheish
Kerri Lechtrecker
Natalia Smith
Michael Stafford
. Andrew M. Wasserman
lST YEAR SECTION B
Dena Cimakosky
Elizabeth Collontonio
Peter A . Kostas
Brenna Mahoney
Michael Pettinati

lST YEAR SECTION C
Kathy Barnett
Deborah Dorfman Bayne Papamichael
Lester Seidman
Regan L. Truµier

L. Hanrahan
2ND YEAR SECTION A
Leslie Dewey
Jo-Ann Pepitone
Lawrence J. Siry
2ND YEAR SECTION B
Daren Domina
Dan Maloney
Nadia Marrese

415 Seveotb Avmae. Salte 62
New York, Ne1F York 10001
(212) 59"-3696 .(201) 623-3363

3RD YEAR AT-LARGE
Brian D. Berk
Randy Braver
Ed -Iturralde
A. Lawrence Mezzacca
Marty Schnabel

S.B.A. MEETINGS

lST YEAR EVENING SEC. I
Moshe M. Feuer
Alex Gevas
Linda Padillo
Nancy Terris

There are six (6) S.B.A. meetings
scheduled this semester and all NYLS students are encouraged to attend.
* Monday, Sept. I I, 1989at 5:00 pm
* Friday, Sept. 15, 1989 at 5:00 pm
(this is strictly a budget meeting)
*Thursday, Oct. 5, 1989 at 5:00 pm
*Thursday, Oct. i6, 1989 at 5:00 pm
*Thursday, Nov. 16, 1989 at 5:00 pm
*Thursday, Dec. 7, 1989 at 5:00 pm

lSTYEAR EVENING SEC. II
Evelyn Cruz
- David Eskin
Jack T. Frohlich
Lori Glachm~n

Keep the world
safe for
democracy

Join

The
Reporter.
BEGINNING IN SEPTEMBER
'.'BAR HAUS"
WEDNESDAY-SATURDAY, 5-9 P.M.

· Board Votes.
to Pay~ for
Sex

CALL FOR DETAILS

1 79 W EST, B .ROADWAY
CBETWEEN LEONARD ANO WORTH STREETS)
NEW YORK CITY

W EDN ESDAY - SATURDAY, 1 0 : DO P. M .
$5 ADMISSION .
CALL 941 .-8855 FOR INFO

(CPS)-Nassau Community College students won't be going to gay bars or chatting
with prostitutes any more in their hui:nan
sexuality course.
The Nassau County (N.Y.) Board of
Supervisors threatened to reject the
school's budget, and thereby delay the ~tart
of the fall semester, unless the homework
was modified.
Also nixed from the class were as~ign- ments such as masturbating, taking a 'bubble bath, and viewing 80 slides _9f male
and female genitalia. Students ·will g~t to
see a film that explicity portrays sexual
.
inten:ourse.
This isn't the first time that such "sex"
courses have gotten a rise out of schools·
governing boards.
,
Last year at Villanova Univers~ty. a
. Catholic school in Pennsylvania, a religious studies professor was criticized ~or allowing a student to show a sekually _
explicit video in a ·'Christian Marriage in
the Modern World'· course.
·
And in 1986 Cerritos College in California dropped two sex-relationship cf.>urses
after a debate- aoout whether the course
material was "appropriate."
Other -6nusual courses already have
raised eyebrows this year. The University
of Nevada-Reno unveiled the first 'gambling institute July I ·where students can
eventually earn undergraduate minor degrees.
The program is in response to ttle growing interest in gambling. with many states
getting into gambling to generate government revenue .
San Francisco State University students
this fall will be able to take a course titled
"Homelessness and Public Policy," in
whicli they can live ·on the streets for a .
while.
·
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The Roving Reporter
Why ·did you go to law school?

After being in the world for 2 _
years, I realized how important
a graduate degree is for a top
flight job.
-Melissa Winnick-

I decided to go to law school to
clear my family name.
-Mark Capone-

I. want to become a tax attorney.
I already have my CPA and now
I'm going for the "Big Bucks."
- Artie Estrella-

Lots of luck Artie
- Eds-

~

Why did you go to New York Law Sc_hool?

I .
l

..
The quality

of foOd and ambiance of the cafuieria. ~

. .
-Michael Pettinati'.-

Becase of all the great· parking spots.
-Branna Mahoney-

The ···si>acioos rolling hills. 'and
parioramic scenery of the,eampus. .
-Toni Ann Barone-

. · AStronautsehoo1 was" a11 fined up.
-David Bonomo:-
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TAPESTRY
by Dilip

Why do we start school with over a
month left in summer?
It makes no sense, and-it's depressing as
hell . .. I know the party line-"But we
get out earlier!- .. . Do we? I was so
numb by the time school ended last year
that I had no idea it was over . . . I walked
around in a daze for about a month. I used
to open my eyes every morrimg, my head
would be pounding, and I was saying to
myself-"I have to get up, I have to study,
I have an exam ." But after a few weeks
in the Betty Ford clinic I was off my diet
of Lucky Strike cigarettes and caffeine
pills and everything ~as back to norm~!.
Well, as nomal as it could be.
Then I went to Oxford. I went to Oxford
University in England. It was an incredible
experience .. . I know, you're saying
"God, they must really be hurtingl fthey're
taking people like him" . .. To tell you
the truth, they are hurting-for cash. So,
in the summer they open up the colleges
to Universities around the world; and in
conjunction with some real Professors
("dons" as they're called there) from Oxford, they run SeJlle pretty interesting programs ranging from English Language for
European high school students to seminars
for graduate students in British law, European Community Law, J?hilosophy, drama,
etc.
I was on a program that dealt with
British and European Community Law. In
Law School you always hear phrases like
"the Law doesn't exist in a vacuum ... "
but to tell you the truth, sometimes being
at New York Law School is like studying
Law in a vacuum . You get so caught up
in our microscopic environment, and the
pressure to succeed and conform, that you
simply lose sight of the "big picture" . . .
You forget that all this time and energy
we spend arguing about "fundamental
rights", and "separation of powers" , stems
from a document that was written by a
handful of men who simply happened to
be at the right place in the right time , and
who with a bit of insight and hard work
managed to set the course for this nation's
history .. .

M~d

It's not such a unique thing. · At some •
time or another the same thing has happened iii every nation on earth. And some ; ____
nations don't even feel the need to have a
written constitution. To indulge in a ,bit of
graphic imagery f9r a moment, it seems ,
that the "constitutive process" boils down
to having a little revolution, shedding
some blOod, sticking the crown on your
own head, and then starting to prophesize
as if you were almighty Moses come down
from the moutain top with the word of.
God flowing like fire from your lips . . .
In essence, every "system''. in the world
REQUii;:M ·
-- . . "
boils down to what a select fewL who have On the roof of the Queen1s College for_the
seized power, define as "justice"' and their
last sunset,
·• _
conception of what the role of the indi- The golaen orb hangs just above ~cliffe
vidual in relation to society is.
Camera,
· ~
Back to Oxford .. . As I said bdfore, Traffic on High Street passes us by below, it was an incredible expenence. The only And the old, yellow buildings-blend _into
way that I can really share it with you is the color,
to show you a poem that l wrote the day of the sun's evening caress,
before we left. Before I do though, a bit Just as they have done for so many cenof background information js necessary. turies before . . .
Radcliffe Camera is this large, dome-like
structure -in the middle of Oxford that Oxford is not a tender city,
dominates the horizon along with the it is nof like a lover,
spires of a few cathedrals. We lived in the who though perhaps silent,
Queen's College which was established in makes you know that she will miss you
1342 by Queen Catharine. It consists of after you are gone . . .
two courtyards surrounded by lodgings
and classrooms-, a cathedral , a dining hall, No, instead sbe is like a fortress, or a tower
one of the oldest libraries at Oxford, and Who has seen the ghosts of many,
of course a college pub. Each of the fourty pass through her battlefield
colleges at Oxford is similarly self-con- And knows that she will see many more,
tained. Oscar Wilde attended Magdalen As long as men believe in-such things
College, and Shelley (Mary Shelley's hus- as J?Ower, knowledge, romance , and courband) attended University College. They age
were both notorious members of the com- And continue their ironic quest to be
munity. Oscar Wilde for obvious reasons, better than the world in which they live
and Shelley for nis paper espousing the
merits of atheism for which he was dismissed, and his subsequent death at the age The most you can hope from Oxford,
of twerity-nine, one year after he was
is that she will accept you,
acknowledged as England's greatest living
and during your brief stay,
poet. They both lived just a stone's throw
grace you with her gentle charms .
from the Queen's College. Here is my tri:
bute to them, to Oxford, and to the oppor- Here on the roof,
tunity to see the Law as a noble pursuit
we found our place
in scholarship, rather than simply as train- Underneath the statues of Queens, virtues,_
ing for a profession.
and muses
We drank, smoked, and communed
with the spirits of the dreamers, poets,

and phi1osophers
that are all about us .
Indeed we were ''Kings of High Street"
Rich.i!]1he tradition of OS<:ar Wilde's decadence
And striving for the poetic justice of Shelley's
touching tragedy . . .
Tomorrow as the sun sets we will all be
gone,
Our little environment will have faded to
a memory,
And others will follow, .
They will sleep in our beds,
sit at our desks
and sadly enougheven walk on our roof .
But even so,
at least we know this,
That for one golden summer;
we drank with the gods
laughed with the poets
wrestled with the demons,
And yes,
maybe even,
walked in the footsteps of greatness- . .
-The Aging Student
My hope is this-that by sharing this
experience I can persuade a few of my
peers, especially the first year students,
to break out of the force of the "vacuum
of logic,'.' to broaden their and our perspectives, and to tear their eyes from the
textbook, and ope~ their minds to the "big
picture" -..
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How to meet great'Yomen.
.

Now You Can Use The Card
At The Bookstore.
It's easier than ever to introduce
yourself to Edith Wharton, discover
Marie Curie, or kick off your shoes
with Isadora Duncan. Just choose the
books you like best at the bookstore
and pay for them with the American
Express®Card.
And while you're finding your books,
you can a.lso shop for collegiate

®

II

.

sportswear, supplies, stationerywhatever you need-all with the Card.
If You Don't Have
The American Expres~ Card,
Don't Miss O~t.
To bernme a Cardmember, just com-.
plete and retu~n one or the American,
Express Student Applications available
at the bookstore.
Apply now and enjoy added student
Cardmember privileges like discount-

ed roundtrip airfares on Northwest
Airlines.
So shop your bookstore today. From
Dickinson to diskettes, use the Card
for ·everything you buy.

New York Law School Books

New York Law School, 57 ~~th Street, New York, NY 10013 ··

TRAVEL

~s

An American Express company

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD.

- ~J ~ -· -.
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FOR STUDENTS MORE . THAN EVER .
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Missed WoodstOck?
COuldn't ·Get-to Live Aid?
.

.

." .Left out of-the Bolshevik
Revolution?· ·
.
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' - . This may be your chance to _be paq.o f a·histotic ~oci~ movement. .
· . Exercise your right of association: . .
,
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Come with "all deliberate speed" to
th~1st Annual Reporter's

''I
G
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.
¥
k
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Law School·· and ·I'm ··
- .Damn Proud of It''
Party
.
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DETAILS: Wednesday, September 20th .·
. Around the corner at Big HalfS, 179 West B'way
---

Open Bar from 6:00 PM to 7:00

PM_~

No Cover Charge

. ·so .it won·' t pay. to arrive fashionably late.
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